EXTENDED INFORMATION ON VIDEO SURVEILLANCE
Lenti Rugger S.p.a. - Via Tetti Giro 7- Santena - TO
privacy@lenti.it

•
•

Art. 13 EU Regulation of the European Parliament and of the Council 679/2016 ("GDPR").
Art. 3.1 Provision of the Guarantor on video surveillance - 8th April 2010.

AREA
UNDER VIDEO
SURVEILLANCE

1. Subject

This information, which integrates the content of the simplified information, is given pursuant to and for
the purposes of art. 13 of the GDPR and of art. 3.1 of the Provision of the Authority for video surveillance 8 April 2010 (Video surveillance provision) for the purpose of providing it with information relating to video
surveillance systems, their use and their rights.

2. Simplified information in compliance with art. 3.1 of the Video surveillance Provision

The video-surveilled areas are marked with appropriate signs, in compliance with art. 3.1 of the Video
surveillance Provision, clearly visible in any environmental lighting condition, where the aims pursued are
also mentioned.
These signs are placed before the range of the cameras or in their immediate proximity.

3. Data controller

The Data Controller is Lenti Rugger S.p.a. with headquarters in Via Tetti Giro 7 - Santena - TO, in the
person of its Legal Representative (hereinafter referred to as "Lenti").
Lenti can be contacted at the following addresses: tel. 011 9456333 e-mail address: privacy@lenti.it .

4. Purpose of the processing

Video surveillance systems are installed for the following purposes:
a) Protection of property and people;

5. Legal basis of the processing

The video surveillance activity carried out is legitimate, because it is based on the pursuit of legitimate
interest (on the part of "Lenti" - Article 6, par. 1 letter f) of GDPR) to carry out processing for the purposes
indicated in point 5. of this information.

6. Recipients or categories of recipients of personal data

The recipients (i.e. the natural or legal person, public authority, service or another body which receives
communication of personal data) are:
•
Employees and persons in charge, expressly designated and authorised, both to access the premises
where the control stations are located and to use the facilities and, where it is indispensable for the aims
pursued, to view the images, to which specific instructions have been provided. Authorised users have
different levels of access, depending on their specific duties.
The processed data will not be disseminated and will not be disclosed to third parties, with the exception
of the judicial authority and the judicial police.

7. Transfer of data to a third country

Your data will not be transferred outside the European Union.

8. Duration of image retention

The images recorded for security purposes are retained in full compliance with what is envisaged in the
Video surveillance Provision, for a period not exceeding 72 hours, without prejudice to the need for further
retention related to holidays or the closure of offices or special needs for further retention related to
judicial police investigations or requests by judicial authorities.
The systems are programmed in such a way as to operate the complete automatic deletion of the
information at a set time at the end of the deadline set by each support, also by overwriting, in such a way
that the deleted data is not reusable. Information retained on a medium that does not allow re-use or
overwriting is destroyed within the maximum period set by the specific video surveillance purpose pursued.

9. Rights of the data subject

Your rights are listed below:
•
You have the right to ask "Lenti" to access to your personal data and information relating to the same,
the correction of inaccurate data or the integration of incomplete ones, the deletion of personal data
concerning you (upon the occurrence of one of the conditions indicated in art. 17, paragraph 1 of GDPR
and in compliance with the exceptions envisaged in paragraph 3 of the same article, for example if your
data are processed illegally), the limitation of the processing of your personal data (upon the occurrence of
one of the hypotheses indicated in art. 18, paragraph 1 of GDPR, for example if your data are processed
illegally);
•
you have the right, provided that the legal basis of the processing is the contract or consent, and the
same is automated, to the portability of the personal data, i.e. you can request and obtain from "Lenti"
your personal data in structured format and readable from an automatic device and can provide such data
to another data controller, even in an automated manner, where technically possible;
•
You have the right to object at any time to the processing of your personal data in the case of special
situations concerning yourself;
• have the right to revoke your consent at any time, if the processing is based on your consent for one or
more specific purposes and it concerns common personal data (for example, date and place of birth or
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place of residence), or particular categories of data ( for example, data revealing your racial origin, your
political opinions, your religious beliefs, your health or sexual life). The processing carried out before
revocation remains lawful;
• you have the right to file a complaint with a supervisory authority (Authority for the protection of
personal data - www.garanteprivacy.it).
The aforementioned rights can be exercised within the limits indicated by art. 3.5 of the Video surveillance
Provision. In particular, with reference to the recorded images, the right to update, rectify or integrate
them is not practically enforceable, in consideration of the intrinsic nature of the data collected, since
these are images gathered in real time regarding an objective fact.
For the exercise of the aforementioned rights, or to request information or clarifications, you can contact
the Data Controller or Processor writing to privacy@lenti.it or via fax 0119491501 or by ordinary mail to
LENTI RUGGER spa Via Tetti Giro 7 SANTENA (TO).

10.

Automated decision-making process, including profiling

11.

Update

Your personal data will not be subject to any automated decision-making process, including profiling.
This information may be supplemented with further indications, also in consideration of the regulatory
changes or the provisions of the European Commission and the Privacy Guarantor
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